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Professional Sales Representative (PSR)

 The field sales call was used in direct marketing in older times. In

pharmaceutical companies, selling is the core function.

 A person having sufficient knowledge of a company's product or service

and who is reaching directly to the consumers can bring a dramatic increase

in sales for the company.

 Such persons are professionally trained and represent the company by

selling a specific product or a service thus they are known as Professional

Sales Representative (PSR)
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Duties of PSR:

 Professional sales representatives (PSR) should call or meet the

customers at their convenience giving fruitful recommendations about the

commerce/service.

 They need to manage important accounts, identify buyers' difficulties, and

stay prepared to assist them in several methods, familiarizing and

answering to different buyer requirements or circumstances.
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Duties of PSR are as follows:

 Attain set goals of sales by contacting targeted customers/prescribers.

 Teach customers about prescription benefits of products.

 Stimulate prescribing behaviors of customers through impactful sales

presentations.

 Analyze customer queries and articulate them to sales of their desired

products.

 Design and implement call plan every month to achieve stipulated sales as

per action plan of the company.

 Work together with prescribers as regular customers and offer resolutions

to their particular requests.

 Gain definite sales call as per company outlooks.

 Keep informed and bring about allocated company property fulfilling to

company policies and actions.

 Warrant up keep of equipment and resources adequate to company policies

and procedures.
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 Handle product samples as per company sales policies and procedures and 

region practices.

 Calculate and examine sales figures drifts to see dynamics within assigned 

territory.

 Regulate department performance using feedback, productivity control, 

mobile surveys and monthly predictions.

 Keep on eye and uphold professional sales patch-up order drifts.

 Sustain sales reporting systems required by dealers and factory. 
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Purpose Of Detailing, Selection And 

Training, Supervising

 Sales force includes diversity of tasks and is heart of the marketing.

 In current scene, customers expect number of desired characteristics in

salesmen like, good product. Knowledge, interesting talk about operations

in case of service call, and a reliability of the company.

 These qualities of sales force need companies to detail, select, train and

supervise all members of channels and companies invest a lot in this area.

 Pharmaceutical companies have to comply with regulatory guidelines and

products are not sensitive for human use so they try to focus on better

selection, training, supervision, motivation, and compensation for

improving sales force productivity.
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Handling the Sales Force:

 Different strategies and processes help the company in recruiting, selecting,

training, controlling, encouraging, and appraising sales representatives to

manage its sales force.

Recruiting and Selecting Representatives:

 Recruitment of selected representatives is deciding factor for successful

sales force suitably.

 There will be wastage of time and money to recruit the wrong people.

Almost 20% is the average yearly revenue of sales reps in all trades.
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Training and Supervising Sales Representatives:

 As per customers' expectations, sales persons are supposed to have

profound product information, give their ideas to enhance operations, and

be competent and trust worthy.

 These qualities in sales people are taught in training in companies and it

requires a large investment.

 This training may range from few weeks to several months.

 In case of pharmaceutical companies, the average training period is 28

weeks.

 Training time depends on the intricacy of the marketing job and the nature

of recruitment.
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Norms For Customer Calls

 Any person or legal entity engaged in telemarketing has to register itself

with Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) and should follow

the guidelines stated below:

 As per schedule-I of "Telecom Commercial Communications Customer

Preference Regulations, 2010", it should be assured that the promotional

SMS belonging to a defined category shall contain information only

related to specified class and shall not mix any other information with it.

 There shall be security of the data downloaded from the National

Customer Preference Register portal.

 There shall not be unwanted use of the telecom Resources i.e. use only for

telemarketing calls and PSR shall be solely answerable.

 No commercial communication should be done to any subscriber

belonging to National Customer Preference Register, except for

subscribed service.
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 Proper caption of promotional or transactional message should be given as

per the consent from Access Provider.

 Database should be updated and synchronized time to time as per

guidelines and Orders/Directions issued by TRAI in due course.

 There should not be any commercial communication in between 21:00 Hrs

to 9:00 hrs to any subscriber in any case.

 Documents (i.e. accounts, returns and reports, etc.) should be maintained

and provided on demand from TRAI as per the rules/ orders on

following grounds:

 In person availability, accessibility for technical inquiry.

 Assurance to avoid safety hazard as per rules.

 Ready to provide the call data records with indicated periodicity.

 TRAI may call for any investigation whenever it thinks fit on its own

(Suomotu) or on complaint in any suspicion.
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Prohibition of certain Activities by the Telemarketer:

 The Telemarketer shall not engage on the strength of this registration in the

provision of any Service other than telemarketing and/ or requiring separate

License/permission.

 Telemarketer will not infringe on the jurisdiction of Licensed Telecom

Service Providers and they shall neither provide switched telephony nor

use telecom resources as Public Call Office (PCO).
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Motivating, Evaluating, Compensation 

And Future Prospects Of The PSR

Motivating Sales Representatives:

 There is always need to encourage sales representatives and offer special 

incentives. 

 It is believed that the motivated sales people give better efforts, 

performance, rewards, and satisfaction. 

 In research, it is observed that highest reward to an employee was salary, 

followed by promotion, individual growth, and feeling of achievement. 

Other less important factors were taste and admiration, safety, and credit. 

 Firms set yearly sales allocations, based on the yearly marketing strategy, 

for buck sales, unit volume, margin, selling strength, or product type. 
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Evaluating Sales Representatives:

 Evaluation of sales looks into feed-forward aspects i.e. communication

between management and the sales reps.

 To have good feed-forward, there should be good feedback.

 Source of information in this case is sales reports and salesperson own-

reports, personal opinion, consumer reviews, consumer analyses, and

dialogues with other reps.

 Companies require representatives to create a yearly territory-marketing

plan for proper work-flow to bring forth new accounts and raise

commercial gains from existing accounts.
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 Sales representatives prepare various documents such as, call reports, 

expense reports, and reports on local business and economic situations, etc. 

that provide raw data to analyze sales performance based on: 

1) Average number of daily sales calls 

2) Average contact time of sales call, 

3) Average returns gained from each sale call, 

4) Average expenditure of sales call, 

5) Amusement expense of a sale call, 

6) Ratio of orders to sales calls, 

7) Number of new and lost consumers in a specified time, and 

8) Sales force budget as per total sales. Sales performance can also be 

evaluated on the basis of internal factors (effort, ability, and strategy) 

and/or external factors (task and luck).
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Sales Force Reparation (Compensation):

 To attract top-quality reps, the company must develop an attractive

compensation package.

 The company has to estimate different factors of sales force reparation.

 Fixed amount i.e. a salary that should be sufficient to fulfill the needs and

offer income stability, the variable amount in terms of commissions, bonus,

or revenue sharing to motivate and recognize the effort.

 Expense allowances assist sales representatives to compensate the expenses

of travel and entertaining on behalf of firm.

 Profits like salaried vacations offer more economic security and job

contentment.
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Future Prospects of the PSR:

 Internal sales include the sale of products and services by representatives 

working remotely. 

 It relies on the contact by phone and online, rather than meet. 

 At present, the internal sales market is budding 300 percent more rapidly 

than traditional sales. 

 Technological advances have remodeled the face of sales. 

 Mobile devices now facilitate connection of representatives with prospects 

anytime, anywhere. 

 Digital technology is going to bring more revolutions in channeled sales. 

 Industries will need to build more digital touch points to take part with 

buying assessment cleverly. 

 Inbound calls into contact centers are going to increase in near future. 
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 Click-to-call buttons on mobile regulated sites are easing the process to 

make inquiries using the phone. 

 Upcoming new era is of personalization. To become successful, companies 

will translate prospect data into sales reps. 

 Technology is going to be crucial factor in coming time. 

 Customer relationship management (CRM) software helps in the process of 

dealing inside sales and record significant future benefits-related data. 

 PSR should be having prospective capabilities: 

1) The ability to see the bigger picture, 

2) The ability to build an online brand, 

3) The ability to 'de-educate' prospects, 

4) The ability to ask good questions and 

5) The ability to understand data.
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Questions

1. What are pharmaceutical marketing channels and what are their primary 

functions?

2. How are marketing channels designed? 

3. Discuss the channel design process in pharmaceutical marketing.

4. Give an outline of channel implementation in pharmaceutical marketing.

5. How do you select an appropriate channel and why is it important?

6. What are channel conflicts? Explain possible reasons of these conflicts.

7. What are the ways to manage channel conflicts?

8. Why is physical distribution management important for sales productivity?

9. How do companies manage physical distribution for better sales outcome?

10. Discuss the tasks of physical distribution.

11. What do you understand by professional sales representative in relation to 

pharmaceutical marketing?
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12. Describe the duties of professional sales representatives (PSR).

13. Discuss the need of detailing and selection of sales force in marketing.

14. Why do companies require to train and supervise their sale force 

members?

15. What are norms for calling customers?

16. Explain motivation and evaluation of sales representatives.

17. How are sales representatives given compensation?

18. What is future scope of professional sales representatives (PSR)?
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